Theory of Constraints (TOC)

Thinking for a Change
Linda Trapnell examines the impact of TOC on playground behaviour.
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● What to change – what is the leverage point?

made contact with Dr Goldratt

● What to change to – what are the simple, practical solutions?

during one of his trips to England

● How to cause the change – overcoming the inherent resistance to change.
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and the mayhem began!
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in the first instance they would

children could do that.

point out to each other any

The pupils discovered every
dangerous aspect of our outside area

I asked the pupils what rules they

The general consensus was that

contravention of the rules (no

and drove the playground supervisors

would make and we wrote (and

hitting, was my only interjection).

dizzy. There were more minor injuries

illustrated) all suggestions on a flip

If this was ignored then tell a

than most A & E departments

chart. The pupils came up with

teacher. What then I enquired? The

normally deal with. I was faced with

more rules than I would have

child should be sent to me. And

demands to ‘do something’.

suggested – even rules to prevent

what would I do with them? “Tie

events that I didn’t know were
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– why do the dissidents always sit
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TOC?

at the back? I pointed out the limits

I had no other great ideas so this

of my authority and visualised the

was it. I gathered all the pupils in
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agreed that a more appropriate

not consider themselves to have a

action might be for me to write to

problem. So what did they think was

the child’s parents detailing their

my problem? We talked of the events
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the day before and I asked the pupils

Crunch time was approaching –

how they felt playtime had gone.

would it make any difference to
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the behaviour in the playground? I
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began to send the pupils out of the

with full names of miscreants – 6

hall. The usual little band stopped
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Together (head + 200 pupils) we

of new babies, expose gaps in teeth

began to construct a cloud, one of

and share details of birthday

the basic TOC tools used to resolve

parties. But would they carry

(internal and external) conflicts and

through what we had discussed?

to solve problems.

Having decided on a short list of

The answer was a resounding

So where did we go from here?

rules, e.g. no swinging on the trees,

yes! Playtime behaviour improved

We had to look at the assumptions.

to protect the flowers etc., we came

enormously. We learnt with time

A child said that you didn’t have to

to sanctions. What should happen if

that to maintain this behaviour we

play everywhere to have fun.

somebody broke the rules?

have to go through this process on a
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the latest crazes in games need to

was also discounted.

be included into the rules to keep
them alive, fresh and relevant.
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The most popular solution was to

of education, with 10

get some old clothes and stuff them

years as Head Teacher

with meat and chicken. A mask was

Are there other implications?

then to be put on the ‘dummy’ and it

The pupils now were aware of the

was to be left outside the town gates.

cloud and how it could be used to

The needs of both parties were being

resolve a conflict. Could we extend

met. The assumption that was being

its use into other areas? We looked at

challenged was that the dragon could

using the cloud in solving dilemmas

only eat people.

in stories (in preparation for solving

We used the cloud – along with

real-life dilemmas). The pupils were

other TOC tools – with pupils as

given the problem of the hungry

young as five with great success in

dragon. We told them the story:

many areas of the curriculum. One

Every week the dragon comes to the

significant benefit is that these are

gates of the town and demands that

the tools being used in business

the people hand over a person as his

and industry.

ration of food for the week. If the

How’s that for transferable skills? TEX

people refuse to do this then the
dragon will eat them all! Every week

Further information and details of

the people hold a raffle and draw a

training packages available to schools

name from a hat. This is the person

and other organisations can be

who is handed over to the dragon. The

obtained from:

people, however, decide that there
must be a way to avoid losing all their
friends and agree to draw a cloud to
solve their problem.
Many suggestions were made for how
to keep the dragon and the people happy.
Killing the dragon was not an option as
the dragon would not be very happy!
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